
Why have particle accelerators?



• They enable similarly charged particles to get 
close to each other-e.g. Rutherford blasted 
alpha particles at a thin piece of gold foil, in 
order to get the positively charged alpha 
particle near to the nucleus of a gold atom, 
high energies were needed to overcome the 
electrostatic force of repulsion.



• The more energy given to particles, the 
shorter their de Broglie wavelength (λ= h/mv), 
therefore the greater the detail that can be 
investigated using them as a probe e.g. –at 
the Stanford Linear Accelerator, electrons were 
accelerated to high energies and smashed into 
protons and neutrons revealing charge 
concentrated at three points –quarks. 



• Colliding particles together, the energy is re-

distributed producing new particles.

The higher the collision energy the larger the

mass of the particles that can be produced. 



WORKING  PRINCIPLE OF       
PARTICLEACCELERATORS



Linear electrostatic accelerators

• 1.Cascade Accelerator

• (Cock-Croft Walton Accelerator)



2.Van de Graaff Accelerator



• → Deviced in 1940 by  by D.W Kerst

• → Used for accelerating electrons

• → Relativistic effects of mass variation of      
electron is rectified

• →Principle of magnetic induction is used in it.



• An  ordinary transformer with conducting 
primary coils is used here. 

• The conducting secondary coil is replaced with 
an annular ring shaped glass or ceramic tube’ 
referred to as “doughnut”

• The doughnut is placed between the pole 
pieces of an electromagnet



• Unlike Cyclotron , in Betatron, electron is 
accelerated in stable orbit

• The condition for electron stable orbit was 
derived by Wideroe.



The condition

Bo= 2B , 

is called The Betatron Condition.



ELECTRON SYNCROTRON



• Electron synchrotron was deviced
independently by, Mc Millan and Veksler

• It was deviced to rectify many disavantages
possessed by Betatron.

• Their idea was to accelerate electron by an RF 
cavity, very much similar to LINACor Cyclotron.



The main point in the design of the electron 
synchrotron was that, the acceleration took 
place over a large number of cycles without 
appreciable loss in synchronism



• Frequency of revolution is given by,

• Cyclotron and betatron usually are low energy 
accelerating machines, whereas synchrotrons 
are high energy machines.



• In electron synchrotron, If certain radiation 
losses occur, then the kinetic energy may drop 
as per Schwinger’s formula



PROTON SYNCHROTRON



• With the help of cyclotron, protons can be 
accelerated up to 10 MeV of energy. 

• But in order to accelerate the particles beyond 
this value, the proton synchrotron was invented. 
Proton synchrotron can be used to accelerate 
deuterons, alpha particles in addition to protons. 
Using proton–synchrotron ,protons can be 
accelerated up to 10 GeV energy.



• The idea of proton synchroton was first 
proposed by  M.L. Oliphant in 1943.

• Practical design was completed in 1953. 



Construction

• The doughnut vacuum chamber for 
synchrotron is made up of steel

• There are four quadrants  that produce 
magnetic field perpendicular to vacuum 
chamber.   The magnetic field increases with 
time, but the radius of “+ve” charged particle 
is maintained constant. The doughnut 
chamber is kept inside the ring  as shown in 
Figure below.



Working

• Using a linear accelerator such as Van de 
Graaff generator, the protons are accelerated 
toward the doughnut chamber.

• Hence, initially the “+ve” particle such as 
proton can be accelerated up to 10 MeV



• These particles are injected when the 
magnetic field is small. These electrons then 
come under the influence of radiofrequency 
oscillator.

• the magnetic field is also increased to keep 
the electrons in circular orbit of constant 
radius.



• In order to avoid any losses due to scattering, 
the pressure inside the doughnut tube is kept 
almost 10−6 mm of Hg



• As proton completes its revolution, it almost 
gains an impulse of 1 kV/turn, which increases 
its energy as well as frequency.

• Hence to maintain the phase stability the 
frequency of RF oscillator is also increased in 
order to synchronize it with the frequency of 
proton.



• The range upto which protons can be 
accelerated is higher than the range of 
electrons.

• Hence for proton synchrotron, the radio-
frequency adjustments are made quickly.

• The protons of very high energy (10 BeV) can 
be obtained using proton synchrotron.



• the radiation losses for protons are smaller 
than the losses for electron.

• When the protons are accelerated to 
maximum energy levels, the radio-frequency 
is distorted, so that the radius of orbit 
changes.

• After the proton gets out of its track, it will 
strike the target.



• Theoretically, we could write down the 
frequency of revolution of positive particle to 
be,

• Where,



ION IMPLANTATION



• Ion implantation is a low-temperature process 
by which ions of one element are accelerated 
into a solid target, thereby changing the 
physical, chemical, or electrical properties of 
the target



• The conventional techniques used for doping 
the semiconductors, namely diffusion, 
alloying,epitaxial growth etc. had their own 
limitations.

• With the development of particle accelertors, 
various beams of heavy ions with variable 
energy became available 



• This presented a new tool to the electronic 
scientists for the doping of semiconductors

……… ION IMPLANTATION



• Ion implantation is used in semiconductor 
device fabrication and in metal finishing, as 
well as in materials science research. 

• The ions can alter the elemental composition 
of the target (if the ions differ in composition 
from the target) if they stop and remain in the 
target.



Steps in ion implantation



Techniques for Ion Implantation

• CHANNELING 

• NON-CHANNELLING



CHANNELING PROFILES

• CHANNELING PEAK

• AMORPHOUS  PEAK 



Ion Implantation Profiles

• Comparison of  concentration profile of 
impurity ions in thermal diffusion and ion 
implantation techniques



ION BEAM SPUTTERING



• Sputtering is a process whereby particles are 
ejected from a solid target material due to 
bombardment of the target by 
energetic particles particularly gas ions



Ion beam sputter deposition 
(IBD/IBAD)

• Ion beam sputtering uses an ion source to 
generate a relatively focused ion beam direct 
at the target to be sputtered.



Applications of IBSD

• In Thin film preparation

• In Microelectronics

• In Microwave systems – ion beam 
micromatching is used.

• For the preparation of Ni-Fe magnetic 
memory films, ferro electric &piezoelectric 
thin films.

• As a surfsce cleaning technique for metals and 
semiconductors.



ADVANTAGES

• Unique coating properties, very high-kinetic 
energy ion beam may leads to excellent 
adhesion and high density

• Independent control over kinetic energy and 
current density of ions

• Directionally control of ion beams

• Low deposition pressure

• High deposition rates

• No substrate heating



Disadvantages

• Needs separate ion source

• Substrate size limited because of small ion 
beam size(~100mm diameter)


